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What experience does Soccer Shots have teaching kids this age?
For over 12 years Soccer Shots has designed a specific curriculum for 2 to 8 year olds,
coaching over 80,000 kids in 140 cities across the United States. Ultimately, our goal is for your
child to cultivate a love for soccer and fitness. We are firm believers that in each session a child
is capable of learning something new about soccer while having a blast!
What can I expect from a Soccer Shots session?
Soccer Shots sessions are energy filled, involve skill development, character words, and fun!
Our weekly sessions are built upon a specific theme. The instructors take great pride in
teaching your child new soccer skills while having lots of FUN! Our age-appropriate
curriculum places an emphasis on character development and skill building.
Who will be coaching my child?
Soccer Shots has the best coaches in the business. You can feel confident that the person
coaching your child has met our strict coaching standards and has been trained to coach
children in these age groups. Our coach selection process evaluates not only the ability to
coach soccer, but the ability to engage and inspire children.
What type of equipment will my child need to participate?
Soccer Shots provides all the equipment needed at each session. Just make sure your child
wears sneakers and activity appropriate clothing. Cleats and shin guards are NOT necessary or
recommended.
What happens is a Public Program session is cancelled due to inclement weather?
If a Public Program class is cancelled, we will make an announcement on our website:
www.soccershots.org/baltimore and on our Facebook page. We will plan on adding a class
onto the end of the season to make up for the missed session. We can only guarantee to
make up a maximum of two sessions.
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